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‘s t?jt andh-radiation hardening is an issue of practical importance as it relates to the remanen 1
the nature of failure of reactor components exposed to displacement-producing radiation. For
example, irradiation-induced yield strength increases in pressure vessel steels are directly related to
increases in the ductile-to-brittle-transition-temperature of these materials. Other issues associated
with hardening, such as reductions in ductility, toughness and fatigue life of structural steels are also
of concern. Understanding these phenomena requires studies of fundamental microstructural
mechanisms of hardening. Because of the limited supply of neutron-irradiated surveillance material,
difficulties posed by the radioactivity of neutron-exposed samples and the uncertainty of irradiation
conditions in this case, fi.mdamental studies are often conducted using well-controlled experiments
involving irradiation by electrons instead of neutrons. Also, in such studies, simple model alloys are
used in place of steels to focus on the influence of specific alloy constituents. It is, therefore,
important to understand the relationship between the results of this kind of experiment and the
effects of in-reactor neutron exposure in order to use them to make predictions of significance to
reactor component life. In this paper, we analyze the tensile behavior of pressure vessel steels
(A212B and A350) irradiated by neutrons and electrons. The results show that the post-yield true
stressh-ue strain behavior can provide fingerprints of the different hardening effects that result from
irradiation by the two particles, which also reflect the influence of alloy content. MicrostructuraHy-
based models for irradiation-induced yield strength increases, combined with a model for strain
hardening, are used to make predictions of the different effects of irradiation by the two particles on
the entire flow curve that agree well with data.

INTRODUCTION

Irradiation hardening of structural steels is an important area of research in irradiation-effects
science. This hardening can be the source of severe embrittlement of reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
steels by virtue of the increase in the ductile-to-brittle-transition-temperature (DBTT) that it causes ~.u

in them. Even under conditions, and in alloys, where brittle fracture is not produced by irradiation g

hardening, the reduction in useful ductility that it causes can lead to lower fracture toughness and “j
shortened fatigue life. Because of these important effects, research in this area has gone on for many
years[ 1-5]. Early studies [6,7] broadly revealed the nature of irradiation hardening as the result of ~
increased lattice resistance to dislocation motion caused by a fine distribution of irradiation-produced ,0
defects arrayed as obstacles in the slip plane. These studies resulted in the development ~f models _
that are usefd for making broad semi-quantitative predictions of yield strength increases associated
with a given irradiation dose. Recent studies, utilizing more advanced experimental and

o

computational tools have advanced the state of knowledge in this field, resulting in a more l=

microstructurally mechanistic understanding. These studies focused on such finer-scale issues as
the composition of irradiation produced defects [8], the evolution of defect microstructure [9], the
different hardening levels produced by the presence of different alloy constituents [10], the effects
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of different irradiating particles [11], the recently-uncovered embrittlement produced by gamma-ray
exposure [12], and the effects of annealing [13, 14]/ageing[ 15] on irradiaion-produced
microstructure and embrittlement. These studies have been conducted using well-controlled
electron [12, 16] and ion [10] irradiations of pressure vessel steels and specially-prepared simple
model alloys in conjunction with studies of in-reactor neutron-exposed RPV steel surveillance
material and neutron irradiated alloys. A review of some of the recent advances in this field can be
found in Ref. 17.

We have been interested [11,18] in understanding the differences in irradiation hardening
effects between electron and neutron exposure. Understanding these differences is important
because electron irradiations are performed to simulate the effects of in-reactor neutron exposure,
and are used in fundamental studies of irradiation effects. Also, electrons produced by gamma ray
exposure can cause hardening, resulting in the embrittlement of reactor structures that is additive to
that produced by neutron exposure [12].

We have been conducting research [11, 18], in which we use the post-yield flow behavior of
irradiated materials as a probe to reveal information about the nature of irradiation hardening. One
observation we have made is that pronounced (70%) increases in yield strength can be observed in
RPV steels, even for irradiation exposures so low in dose (<0.05 displacements per atom, dpa) that
the microstructural changes they produce are invisible to electron microscopic probes [19]. This
observation implies that mechanical behavior can be used as a magnifying tool to study these effects.
We suggest that, beyond just using the yield strength as a measure of irradiation hardening, the post-
yield flow behavior can be used to magnify the different hardening effects produce by different
irradiating particles in materials with different alloy content. We anticipate that an analysis of the
post-yield flow of irradiated materials will provide information complementary to that obtained by
other methods.

In our earlier work [11], we found a clear and consistent difference between neutron and
electron irradiated materials, even when, at similar dose levels both irradiations produced similar.
yield strength increases. For example, neutron irradiation, under the conditions studied, appears to
produce the same hardening effect as plastic deformation, i.e. strain hardening. This phenomenon
is best exemplified graphically, as is shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1a shows the true-stress true-strain
curves for the RPV steel A212B, neutron irradiated at T < 60°C to the dose levels indicated. Each
curve is drawn only to the extent of the maximum uniform strain (strain at maximum load). It can
be seen that, with successively increasing dose, the yield strength increases and the uniform strain
decreases, but the curves flatten so that the true stress at maximum load is the same for all the curves.
The shape of the curves for irradiated material compared to that for the unirradiated case suggest
that, if they were shifted along the strain axis, they would superimpose on the unirradiated-material
flow curve. In Fig. lb, these shifts are made. It can be seen that all the curves fall along the u
unirradiated-material flow curve and end at essentially the same point: the same true-stress and true- ~
strain at maximum load. This is precisely what would be the case if the hardening were

g
accomplished by cold work (plastic straining) instead of neutron irradiation.

Electron irradiated material behaves differently. In Fig.2, we show the same alloy, electron m

irradiated at T < 60”C to the dose levels indicated. We see that, with successively increasing dose, 8

the yield strength increases. These strength increases are similar in magnitude to those achieved by p
neutron irradiation to similar dose levels. Also, the maximum uniform strain decreases somewhat
with increasing electron-irradiation dose. However, unlike the case of neutron irradiation, the curves g

for electron-irradiated material do not flatten in a way that suggests that they would superimpose on t--
the unirradiated material flow curve. In fact, it appears that electron irradiation of this alloy, for the ~
conditions studied, effects a shift along the stress axis, i.e. reflecting “stress hardening” rather than
strain hardening. We showed [18] very similar results with regard to the hardening differences



produced by electron and neutron irradiation of the RPV steel A350 and of the binary alloys Fe-
0.3CU and Fe-O.7Ni, though the distinction occurs to a lesser extent and is Iess cIear in the binary-.
alloys.
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Fig. 1. (a) Theflow behavior of A212B neutron-irradiated for the conditions shown. (b) The flow curves for
the irradiated material shijledparallel to the strain axis, showing that they superimpose on the curve for the

unirradiated material.
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Fig. 2. The flow behavior of electron-irradiated A212B, showing that, at successively higher dose, the curves
are shifted to higher stress levels and would not superimpose on the unirradiated-material~ow curve, as is
the case for neutron irradiated material.

We have suggested that these differences in flow behavior can provide insights into the
nature of the defects that cause irradiation hardening in these two cases and information that is
complementary to that provided by the mechanistic studies discussed earlier. In this paper, we offer
models for these behaviors that connect them to the microstructural aspects of irradiation hardening.
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ANALYSIS

The observations regarding irradiation hardening by the two particles are general, and are
particularly apparent in the two pressure vessel steels studied. All of the flow curves showing the
general hardening behaviors are shown in Ref. 18. In order to display these general behaviors and
guide our modeling discussion, we refer to Flg.3.
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Since it appears that we can reference the flow behavior of the irradiated material to that for the
unirradiated material, we must first describe the true-stress true-strain behavior of the unirradiated
material. Figure 3a depicts, schematically, our observation that for all the materials studied the flow
stress, o, approaches a saturation value, us, with increasing plastic strain. The equation that models
this behavior is that of Vote [20], which has the form:

()-E
0=cX–(a$-c7~)exp —

& (1)

In this equation, aY is the yield stress, e is the plastic strain, and eCis a constant related to the initial



strain-hardening rate. This equation is representative of the concept that, as the &location density
increases during plastic deformation and the material becomes harder, a state is reached where
further increases in stored elastic strain energy from new dislocation generation are sufficient to drive
dynamic recovery and the elimination of dislocations. Natural consequences of this are the approach
to a steady state or saturation stress and a continually decreasing hardening rate. Since saturation
is also a feature of the observed irradiation hardening phenomena, we feel that this equation is a
particularly appropriate model to be used here. The true strain associated with maximum uniform
elongation, Su, can be obtained from Eq.( 1) and the condition of maximum load,

&u= &clog e[(crs- cn’)(1 +EC)/ mc] (2)

Therefore, in this model, if OS- CTYis constant, Cudecreases with increasing saturation stress. It will
be seen later that this fact is relevant with regard to electron-irradiation hardening.

Figures 3b and 3C show, schematically, the general behaviors associated with neutron and
electron irradiation hardening, respectively. From these figures, it is clear that, if we have an
equation that describes the yield strength increase resulting from irradiation, then we can determine
the entire flow behavior of the irradiated material. For the case of neutron irradiation, the remaining

part of the flow curve (post-yield) is the same as that of the unirradiated material starting at the
higher yield stress. From these results, we can predict the strength and hardening rate at any value
of strain, and the uniform elongation, of the neutron irradiated material. For the case of electron
irradiated material, the entire flow curve of the unirradiated material is shifted along the stress axis
by the amount of the yield strength increase caused by the irradiation. The predicted maximum
uniform elongation of the electron-irradiated material is decreased in accordance with Eq.(2) because
o, is increased in this case. Once again, all the features of the flow behavior of the electron irradiated
material can be determined if we have a model for the yield strength increase.

Because saturation of the yield strength increase is a common feature we have observed for
the conditions and alloys studied, we resort to the theory proposed by Whapham and Makin [21] (W-
M) for irradiation-induced yield strength increases by lattice hardening. In this theory, irradiation-
produced defects act as obstacles to dislocation glide. At low dose, the obstacle density increases
linearly with dose. The yield strength increment is expected to be proportional to the reciprocal of
the mean obstacle spacing, i.e. proportional to the square root of the obstacle density and, hence
proportional to the square root of the irradiation dose. At high dose, existing obstacles capture newly -.u

produced defects. Hence, the obstacle density saturates as does the yield strength increment. The :
resulting equation for the yield strength increment, ACJy,is, “s

o
*

where o% is the yield strength of the unirradiated material, UYIis the yield strength of the irradiated 1-

material, ACJYsatis the saturation value of the yield strength increment, @ is the irradiation dose and
&is a scaling factor.

Figure 4 shows a graph of the yield strength increment as a function of dose for irradiated
A2 12B. The data are for both electron and neutron-irradiated material. The data shown are
tabulated elsewhere [12], but include the yield stress values plotted in Figs. la and 2, which show
a limited amount of data for the purposes of clarity. In Fig. 4, the yield strength increments are



@uUed normalized by their saturation values. The neutron irradiated material data (open symbols)
are fit with Eq.(3) (dashed curve) under the constraint that AuY‘=(is equated to the factor as - Uy
from the Vote model [Eq.(2)], since we take irradiation hardening to be equivalent to strain
hardening in this case.
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Fig.4. Yield strength increments, normalized by their saturation values, for neutron and electron irradiated
A212B for the conditions shown, plotted as afinction of irradiation dose in dpa. The neutron-irradiated
muterial data are jit with the W-i%lmodel. The electron-irradiated material data are jit with a similar
model, but which is linear in dose at low dose.

It was found that the electron irradiated material data could not be well fit with a parabolic
dose dependence [Eq.(3)] at low dose, but rather better by an equation similar in form but which
displays a linear dose dependence at low dose:

[01

4
ACYY=OY1-(TYo = ACTY’”l-exp -—

0 0
. (4)

by Mott [22] for hardening by a closely-spaced
which the yield strength increase is proportional

This result is consistent with a theory proposed
distribution of very small coherent precipitates, in
to the density of precipitates rather than the square root of the density. In Fig. 4, the electron-
irradiated material data (solid symbols) are fit with Eq.(4) (solid line), and in this case, the saturation
yield strength increment is left as a fitting parameter, since, for electron-irradiation, the hardening
does not appear to be equivalent to strain hardening. Figure 5 shows a similar plot for the RPV steel
A350. The linear dose dependence at low dose for electron irradiated material allows the yield
strength increment to approach its saturation level faster than is the case for neutron irradiation. In
that sense, electron irradiation appears more efficient at hardening than neutron irradiation, which
is consistent with earlier our observations [16].
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RESULTS

In order to model the flow behavior of neutron irradiated material, we combine Eq.(3) with
the Vote model, where we add a term to the argument of the exponential to account for the effective
strain, &r,that we associate with irradiation hardening. The Vote-type equation then has the form:

()&+&[
C=cx-(cx--or)exp -~

. (5)

Combining Eqs.(3) and (5), and equating AuYs” in Eq.(3) to us - OYin Eq.(5),we obtain an analytical
expression for the dose dependence of el. Hence, for a given neutron-irradiation dose, we calculate
el, substitute it into the Vote model for the unirradiated material and predict the flow behavior for
the material irradiated to that dose level. Figure 6a shows the results obtained forA212B. The solid
curve drawn through the solid symbols (data) is the Vote fit for the unirradiated-material flow
behavior. The open symbols shown are the irradiated-material data that is also shown in Fig. la.
The dashed curves are the predictions for the flow behavior made as described above for the dose
levels indicated. All the data and curves are drawn only to the maximum uniform strain for the
data. The arrows on the graph indicate the predicted [Eq.(2)] values of the maximum uniform strain
for each curve. Figure 6b shows similar results obtained for neutron irradiated A350.
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increases as a~nction of dose are calculated with the W-M model, and thej70w behavior is determined by
substituting an effective plastic strain to represent irradiation hardening in the Vote equation as described j%

in the text. w

In order to model the flow behavior of electron irradiated material, we use Eq.(4) to
&
o

determine the yield strength increment for a given dose level. We then shift the entire unirradiated- Oc
material flow curve along the stress axis by that amount. Figure 7a shows the results obtained for
electron irradiated A2 12B. Once again, each curve is shown only to the extent of maximum uniform

o
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strain for the data. The arrows on the graph show the predicted values of&u for each curve. Figure 1>

7b shows similar results obtained for electron irradiated A350.
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CONCLUSIONS

The post-yield flow behavior of neutron irradiation hardened IWV steels A212B and A350
can be well-described by using the model derived by Whapham and Makin for the dose dependence
of the yield strength increment in combination with a Vote-type equation for the strain hardening
behavior of the unirradiated material. Good agreement between the model and data was achieved
when the saturation yield-strength increment in the W-M model was related directly to the saturation
stress in the Vote model, which resulted in a representation of irradiation hardening by an effective
plastic strain. This result implies that neutron irradiation hardening can, indeed, be viewed as having
the same effect as strain hardening under the conditions studied. This behavior can be the case if the
neutron irradiation-produced defects are dislocation loops that act as barriers to the motion of
existing glide dislocations, thereby increasing the yield strength, but which, after flow begins
contribute to the glide dislocation density as though they were produced by straining. For the case
of electron irradiation hardening of these same steels, good agreement with data was obtained when

o
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the yieldstrength incrementwas modeledby an equationsimilarto the W-M model, but with a linear
, dose dependence at low dose, consistent with a model for hardening by a fine distribution of

coherent precipitates. In this case, the entire unirradiated material flow curve, still modeled by the
Vote equation, was shifted along the stress axis by the calculated yield strength increment. This
behavior can be the case if the electron irradiation-produced defects are coherent precipitates that
offer a uniform increased resistance to the motion of existing glide dislocations without themselves
contributing to the glide dislocation density. The linear dose dependence observed for electron
irradiation hardening renders it a more efficient hardening process than neutron irradiation
hardening, as the former approaches its saturation hardening level faster than the latter.
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